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College Theatre To Present

"Pottinger" November 1-3

by Lynn Horin

A showdown for the ages! As the curtain goes up, the audience will learn that, contrary to popular belief, the two main characters, Mr. Pottinger and his nemesis, have been staying together, in love, all along! The nucleus of the play is the love of Mr. and Mrs. Pottinger.

Lunch Desk Quirks, Key Hurry-By, Batha, Martha Ann Cara Fashes. The Assistant-where are they now?

A play that will be performed in the University Auditorium November 1, 2, and 3, at 8:00 p.m. There will be a limited seating capacity, and the proceeds of admission will be submitted to charity.

Quigley, Barnes And
Williams Are Electcd

by Bruce Bowman

A special election was called last month for the purpose of replacing the Secretary of the Student Government Association. The Secretary position is a very important one.

The lead role of Alice is played by Christine Sullivan, a senior from West Palm Beach, Florida. Sullivan is a member of the COLONNADE staff. For Treasurer of the students elected Sue Ann Barne, a Home Economics major from W. C. G. from Kingsland, Georgia, Sue Ann is a very important one.

The COLONNADE staff. For Treasurer of the students elected Sue Ann Barne, a Home Economics major from W. C. G. from Kingsland, Georgia, Sue Ann is a very important one. In addition to being a member of the St. of the University of Georgia, Sue Ann is also a member of the Centers Club.

FSU Tarpon Club Performs At WCg

A special attention on our campus this week will be the Florida State University Tarpon Club under the direction of Donn Smith. They will perform for us at the Tarpon Club meeting as an opportunity to see how water builds our community. This will be very impressive.

The theme of the afternoon will be "Learning Techniques of Swimmers and Booties" as in a formal presentation conducted by the Tarpon Club. A question and answer session will be planned. During the presentation special emphasis will be placed on water safety, warm-up, conditioning, treading, and exit.

If you are not familiar with the Tarpon Club, you will be very interested in the opportunity to learn something new. The Tarpon Club will meet every Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. at the St. Paulus Auditorium. You will be very interested in the opportunity to learn something new.
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Do Dreams Come True?

By Elizabeth King

A lovely place for intimacy. The furnishings are all charming, the mood is just right for conversation. A very lovely evening for a couple who love each other and wish to be alone. The music is soft and soothing, and the atmosphere is perfectly comfortable for those who wish to enjoy each other's company.

Academically Speaking

By Lois Fisher

Secretary of Scholarship

Our college is one of the most prestigious in the United States, and we are all very proud of it. The reputation of our college is based on the quality of our students, faculty, and staff. We are all committed to providing the best possible education for our students, and we are proud of the fact that our college is ranked among the top universities in the country.

First Impressions

A question remains as to whether or not a dream can come true. This is a very important question, and it is one that we must all consider. Dreams can come true, and we must be willing to work hard to make them a reality.

Letter to Editor

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my concern about the current state of our country. Our government is not doing enough to address the pressing issues that we face, and I believe that we need to take action to ensure a better future for all of us.

The Colonade

October 21, 1961
Mr. Meador, History Professor

Mr. John Meador, professor of history at Emory College, has been elected President of the Women's College of the University of Virginia. Dr. Meador, a member of the University faculty for many years, was chosen to succeed Dr. Mary Elizabeth Hart, who is retiring after a long career at the college.

Cultural News
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Ena Maria La Toue Welcomed To WCG As Exchange Student

by Halen Demby

Among the exchange students at The Woman's College of Georgia the milling faces of Ena Maria La Toue of Lima, Peru, Ena knew from her parents, two sisters, and a brother in Peru, Peru, written to about 600 miles from Lima, the capital. Ena's father is a businessman and is a member of the Rotary Club. Ena arrived and received a scholarship to come to the United States to study.

More Ena attended American schools in Peru, she does not find it too difficult to adjust to the school life in the United States. However, Ena does not find unusual to attend the same classes every day. When Ena went to high school, the minimum amount of courses a student could take was thirteen a year, plus physical education. The fact that every course would not be taken every day added great variety and change to each student's schedule. Ena's high school years were devoted to the study of the English language, one of the reasons that prompted her to come to the United States. Although Ena is studying the English language, she is taking her major in Business Administration. However, Ena is somewhat familiar with the business world. After graduation in 1960, Ena worked for some time as a secretary. At the completion of this college year, she plans to return to Peru in the fall of the business.

Although Ena is fairly familiar with the American way of life, she finds that many things are very different more than in Peru. Schools, as already mentioned, are operated on very different basis, and studying there is on a much higher level. When students graduate from high school in Peru, their education is equivalent to one or two years of college in the United States. Ena finds, also, that the food is much different. Since many Spanish speaking people eat highly seasoned food, adjusting to a diet of hardly no seasoning, with the exception of salt, is a very difficult adjustment. The fact that girls and boys wear Bermudas shorts annoyed Ena. In Peru, everyone wears short shorts except the little girls who wear the Bermuda shorts. It was quite a shock for Ena to see boys at the Miami airport wearing Bermudas shorts.

As Ena invited to Miami on September 5, she noticed also that she was in for a weather adjustment. In Peru the weather is sunny most all the time with very little rain. However, Ena arrived in Minneapolis, she had to pull on her coat. Another thing that Ena noticed was the way the left hand in Miami and Geneva was the great number of Negroes in the United States. Since there are very, very

Listen To Lynn

The bicyclist in the gym are for convenience or for exercise, and the chores is 10 cents an hour. Ena doesn't know in the box, and checks the bike out by placing your name and number on the box located on the bulletin board near the bike stand.

Following is a safe-side order and advantages for 12 ride:
1. Bicyclists are not permitted the business district.
2. Students should not visit the Negro section, noncitizen, or the vicinity of GMC.
3. Two students within city limits do not need chauffeers.
4. Students should not ride af

THORNTON'S DAIRY BAR & RESTAURANT

COMPLIMENTS OF EVANS PHARMACY

115 S. Wayne St. Phone: 2-2253

J. C. GRANT CO.
Largest Selection of Charms in Town
Free Engraving of初JEWELS IN MILLEDGEVILLE SINCE 1869

HAROLD'S
Doris' Beauty Salon
138 South, Wayne Street
Phone 2-3667

GOLDSTEIN'S
"Home of the London Moss"